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POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY

• Glucose analogue is doped with a radioactive isotope (e.g., 18F), which emits 
positrons. 

• Positron annihilation originates two back-to-back gammas. 
• Gammas are detected by a ring of scintillators (crystals). 
• A Line Of Response (LOR) is identified through time coincidence of two detectors. 
• Crossing many LOR the image is reconstructed.

HOW IT WORKS
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POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY

• Brain imaging (neurological activity is related to 
glucose consumption) —> Alzheimer, epilepsy…  

• Blood flow monitoring (radiotracer is carried around 
by blood) —> cardiovascular diseases, emathoma in 
brain… 

• Cancer detection (tumoral cells tend to have a higher 
metabolism, so they’re seen as bright spots).

MEDICAL IMAGING
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POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY

TIME OF FLIGHT

• Noise reduction in images. 
• More robust with bad quality data. 
• Improves results at low statistics. 
• Equivalent to an increase of sensitivity of 
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dimension of the 
object to be imaged
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• One individual volume: lower cost, no cracks, continuously purified, uniform response all over the 
place, reduced border effects.

THE PETALO PROPOSAL

a Positron Emission Tomography Apparatus based on Liquid xenOn

• Spin-off of the                 experimenta next 5

• Fine granularity for spatial resolution. 
• Fast response. 
• Extremely low dark count rate at cryogenic 

temperatures. 
• Large gain. 
• Compatibility with magnetic fields.

• Excellent scintillator: ~30 000 photons at 
511 keV. 

• Transparent to its own scintillation light. 

• Use scintillation only.
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[Kubota79] PRB20(79) – 64% and 71% recomb comp for Ar &Xe, resp 
[Kubota78] JPhysC11(78) 
[Kubota82] NIM192(82)101 

[Hitachi83] PRB27(83)5279: 23%/77% fast/slow intensity total for Ar; tau_slow *1600ns 
/// **45ns apparent time for XE 

Figure 8. Observable distribution (percent) of the luminous energy for fast electrons. R and Ex stand for
recombination and direct excitation channels, respectively. Estimates are from data in [83] and [97]. The
share between the direct excitation and the recombination channel is from [94].
*) Other values can be found in the literature (see also [98] for earlier measurements). On time constants,
7.0 ns has been reported for the fast component in LAr [76], whereas the slow component has been also
measured as 1600 ns [76], 1463 ns [54] and 1260 ns [99] (all at zero electric field); for LXe, singlet and
triplet decay times of 4.3 ns and 22.0 ns were reported in [76] along with an apparent scintillation decay
time of 45 ns also at zero field. Other singlet/triplet intensity ratios have been published: 0.31/0.69 [94] and
0.23/0.77 [76] in LAr, and 0.36/0.64 in LXe [94].

strong enhancement of the fast component with respect to the slow one has been observed with
5 MeV a-particles in liquid xenon [101, 97, 76] (see Figure 9).

The linear energy transfer for a-particles is higher by a factor of ⇠100 than for fast electrons.
Therefore, the density of the ionized and excited species along the particle track is also much higher
for a-particles, which leads to stronger and faster recombination. No long (⇠ µs) tail nor the
⇠40 ns recombination component have been observed in LXe with a-particles, which means that,
in this instance, the recombination time is shorter than the excimer decay time constants even in
liquid xenon, contrary to what happens for electrons [101]. Moreover, it is an experimental fact that
only a few percent of the charge initially created along a-particle tracks can be extracted even with
fields of ⇠10 kV/cm (for electrons, this would collect nearly 100% of the ionization). Therefore,
the two scintillation mechanisms (direct excitation and recombination) cannot be distinguished in
practice. This is represented in the diagram in Figure 9 by the joining of the two channels together.

Strong recombination does not explain per se why the relative contribution of the fast com-
ponent is enhanced for a-particles. To our knowledge, a comprehensive explanation for this ob-
servation is still missing, although a number of hypotheses have been suggested [76]. One of the
plausible mechanisms is quenching of singlet states in superelastic collisions with thermal elec-
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• Very fast component 
• Potential for excellent 

TOF.



THE PETALO PROPOSAL

FULL BODY PET PERFORMANCE
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R coordinate

PRELIMINARY

z-phi coordinate

• Charge sharing among sensors allows for 3D reconstruction (~1 mm). 
• Energy resolution (geom.+stat.): 7-8% FWHM, total 15-16% FWHM. 
• Coincidence Time Resolution: 200-300 ps (depending on thickness).

• 2-m axial length, 3 cm thickness (can be optimized, trade-off 
sensitivity-performance). 

• 6x6 mm2 SiPMs on the external surface, ~100 000. 
• Non-reflective internal surface to improve spatial resolution.
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FIRST PROTOTYPE

• Aluminum CF-100 box full of liquid xenon. 

• Two planes of SiPMs on opposite sides. 

• Aim: measuring energy and time resolution with a calibration source. 

• Operating at IFIC (Valencia).

A BOX FULL OF XENON

carbon fiber tube
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FIRST PROTOTYPE

CRYOSTAT

heat exchanger

Sumitomo HC-4E 
cryocooler

LXe box

radioactive source tube

vacuum vessel

• Cryocooler to keep 161 K. 

• Vacuum vessel to isolate xenon.
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THE GAS SYSTEM

FIRST PROTOTYPE 10

Hot getter

Bottle for cryo-
recovery

Recovery tank

Vacuum pump

LXe box



FIRST PROTOTYPE

SIPM

• VUV-sensitive (Hamamatsu and FBK). 

• 2 different sizes: 3x3 or 6x6 mm2. 

• Four arrays of 4x4 (or 8x8) sensors, specifically designed to increase fraction of active area, with 
protective quartz window in front (90% transparency to VUV light) or naked. 

• Larger area —> lower cost, better coverage, but larger capacitance —> worse ToF. 

• Possibility of using conventional SiPMs, coated with wavelength shifter.

Hamamatsu VUV-sensitive S15779
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FIRST PROTOTYPE

ELECTRONICS
• TOF-PET2 asics by PETsys for signal digitization. 
• 64 channels, two thresholds separately configurable for time (low) and energy 

(high). 
• Specifically designed for fast timing and high rate applications. 
• 2 chips for the first prototype.

connector board for 4 arrays

internal feedthrough

external feedthrough
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• Custom-made feedthroughs, which also 
support SiPM boards, optimizing space. 

• High performance cryogenic epoxy 
standing down to -200 degrees 
(STYCAST 2850FT). 



FIRST PROTOTYPE

Front-End adapterData processor

• Front-end adapter: controls T sensors, SiPMs, clock system and clock distribution among chips. 
• Data processor:  receives data and sends them to computer, receives TOFPET configuration and 

sends it to chips, manages clock synchronization. 
• Modular scheme, scalable to larger dimensions.



FIRST PROTOTYPE

STATUS

• The detector is fully operating. 

• We have just started taking data. 

• Stay tuned for the first experimental results!
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FIRST PROTOTYPE
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THANK YOU
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